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Author’s Notes
Hello, I’m S0rahana.

You’ve just read the first volume of “Hell’s Contract”. This is
actually my first written story and also classified as my
masterpiece. To tell you the truth, this story is already being
nurtured inside my head for about four years. That is why,
finishing the first volume is actually placing me into cloud nine.

Though not published yet…, I’m really not in a worry. It’s because
I just can’t stop myself from writing. This is already a hobby,
its one unique hobby actually…, a hobby that makes progress every
single day (I really love how that sounds).

Let’s start first with myself. Honestly I’m not really sure if
this story will take the attention of the readers. I’m still an
amateur writer, that’s why my work is kind of filled with many
grammatical errors and such. My writing schedule is just precise
and limited as it is, it’s from 10:00PM to 12:00AM. That info
directly shows that I’m a nocturnal person.

I’m also the one who made the art. But I’ll tell you I’m not a
good artist. Most of those illustrations have their direct
reference, so if someone there knows where the reference came from,
you shouldn’t take things seriously okay? Still, I wanted to
acknowledge the people behind those references.

Thanks! It’s actually a great help for a starter like me.
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Now for the story. This story will take long enough to meet its
end. According to my own estimation, I’ll need to write six volumes
just to tell the entire tale. It’s actually long, so to all my
readers, simply assume that the Volume 01 is composed of the entire
prologue. But don’t worry, Volume02 will be as great or even
greater than ever. There are characters that hasn’t revealed their
true nature yet. And on the next following chapters, the character
of [NameLess] will be revealed. The chapter five showcased the
Executioner’s story, Tatsuoh’s background is the most important of
all, because whether you believe it or not, Tatsuoh Yatogami is
actually the main character. It’s not Seto or Ai, so those who
misinterpreted, please spare me T_T.

Now that everything’s clear.., I can proceed. This time, the
rivalry will begin and the mysteries will unfold. There are still
mysterious characters like Zack Reinhardt, Archbishop, the
[Facilis Descencus Averni], [NameLess], “The Hell’s Contract”, and
many more. I really don’t have the intent to spoil the plot, but
I’m actually excited to myself once I begin on writing the roles
of each.

I really wanted to thank my readers who have consumed their time
on reading this unpublished amateur-written light novel. Though
the prologue and the next two chapters is really slow paced, I’m
still glad that you’ve taken your time and given this little piece
of work your patience. It almost took me a year to finish one
volume, but it’s really worth it. I can describe that it is beyond
“fun”. I really enjoy it each time the story moves along and
arrives to every chapter’s end. At the same time, it feels like
I’m making a progress in life for each day.

Below is the design of my upcoming character in Volume02. Just
look how cute she is. Don’t worry, she’s not an Executioner.
Again; thanks’ for the reference.
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________________________________________________________________
In case a professional writer reads this work, this is my proposal.
Since I found myself enjoyed on writing stories, I decided that I
wanted to pursue my career as a novelist. I know that I’m not the
best, but I think it’s really worth a shot.

-S0rahana

“My reality is meaningless without my imagination”
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